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Hilska-Keinänen Katja
Fwd: DOAJ: Abstract WAS Re: Confirmation of speaking event

Tässä vielä yksi pyydetty.
Lähetetty iPhonesta
Edelleenlähetetty viesti:
Lähettäjä: Dom Mitchell <dom@doaj.org>
Päiväys: 30. lokakuuta 2013 12.31.39 UTC+1.00
Vastaanottaja: Pasanen Irma <irma.pasanen@aalto.fi>
Kopio: Lars <lars@doaj.org>, Lotte <lotte@doaj.org>, "Mitchell, Dom" <dom@doaj.org>
Aihe: DOAJ: Abstract WAS Re: Confirmation of speaking event
Vastaus: Dom Mitchell <dom@doaj.org>
Dear Irma,
Please find my abstract below. In your LinkedIn message to Lars you mentioned
that it would be nice for DOAJ to talk about quality. I also see that the title
of the day is 'Measures for Success: Library Resources and Effectiveness under
Scrutiny' so I will try to tie the two together and I hope that is reflected in
the Abstract but let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
All the very best, Dom
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
**Measures for Success: measures of quality**
DOAJ indexes a huge variety of Open Access publishers: from open access
megajournals to groundbreaking OA journals to the single journal, operated by
one person with limited funding. There is a long-tail of small, single journals
publishers indexed in the Directory and they make up the majority. DOAJ's
day-to-day processes include considering new journals for inclusion and
screening existing journals to ensure compliance to a set of quality indicators
and that DOAJ remains a Directory of quality open access journals.
To meet this goal, DOAJ uses its own universally applicable list of Quality
Indicators. DOAJ will present the list and explain how its screening process had
to become more sophisticated as the field of open access has changed. We will
show how a journal's adherence to or intention to adhere to publishing
practices, such as long-term preservation & archiving, the use of permanent
identifiers, the type of peer-review, are used to assess a journal, its
management and its procedures.
We will also illustrate how the DOAJ and the librarian community enjoy a
mutually beneficial partnership, how libraries support DOAJ financially and
provide important assistance with the screening process. We will show how
libraries can use the DOAJ as a tool for measuring journal quality and as a
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resource for promoting quality open access to faculty.

-----------Dom Mitchell
Community Manager, DOAJ
Tel: +46 (0)702044095 - mob/cell
+44 (0)207 097 8565
Skype: dommitchellhw
Support us! http://www.doaj.org/doaj?func=loadTemplate&template=supportDoaj
Follow us https://twitter.com/DOAJplus

On 23 October 2013 at 11:18 Pasanen Irma <irma.pasanen@aalto.fi> wrote:

great!
look forward in receiving your abstract.
Irma
Sent from my iPad
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